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Sony has brought forward, a fresh series of Vaio S line of laptops with an aim to present a powerful
computer which is extremely portable as well. Vaio S line of laptops has efficiently met the objective
of being the both, compact and a proficient machine.

The laptop boasts of a longer battery life and is quick to charge which is an important factor. Vaio S
laptops are unmatched in terms of productivity, features and weight. Thatâ€™s not it; the laptop is lighter
than it looks. With 4.4lbs, Vaio S is a bit lighter than the Macbook Pro 13. The battery life can also
be doubled with the addition of a 1.33lbs sheet battery. Youâ€™ll find many ports towards the right of the
computer that are like Memory Stick, VGA, SD, HDMI, USB 3.0, 2x USB 2.0, Ethernet and power
input. As the body of 15â€• Vaio S is wider Sony has kept the backlit keyboard as full sized. Itâ€™s great if
you have to type a lot of number. There is the use of IPS technology in the display resulting in better
view angles and nice color reproduction.

15â€• Vaio S is a wise option for those looking for enormous power as well as compact design wrapped
up together. Sony has established Vaio Support that you can approach at the time of any problem
or queries about the laptop. A multidimensional approach towards different electronic goods has
resulted in Sony becoming one of the most sought after destinations for the computer users around
the world. The company offers latest technological assistance for its Vaio S series of laptops. You
can also get the most appropriate solutions for the peripherals like memory card, flash / data media,
multimedia speakers, PC headset, etc., coming with Viao S to enhance your computing experience.

Your issue could be just about anything such as update and upgrade, computer setup, software
installation, setting peripherals or even seeking tips to keep the system in a good condition, you can
very easily get connected to Vaio Help through a phone call.

With the technology getting smarter, the distances have diminished. The technician at a remote
desktop offers you a hassle free service through a compatible web-browser. The troubleshooting
process is then directly carried out by the expert who gets the authority to sync file, drag-and-drop
file with the help of diagnostic tools. The security of the process is ensured as the communication is
completely encrypted. There could be any issues relating to the operating system as it is the major
part of your Vaio S. There are some booting related problems that you may come across in the
system. In case the laptop doesnâ€™t boot, keeps beeping and exceeds the POST session going back
again to the restart phase then you can simply wait for the indicators to go off and restart the
computer by pushing the power button. You can check the booting issue by starting the computer in
Safe Mode or can also try Last Known Good Configuration. If the issue has surfaced while
connecting a peripheral device then, remove it. When getting error messages that read 'missing
operating system' or 'operating system not found', make changes to the Bios settings as per the
default values. Also, make sure that the Hard Disk Drive (HDD) gets detected in the BIOS.
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support,&nbsp;a Vaio Help&nbsp;are few services offered at this one platform along with many
others.
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